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The Red Line With Dr. Robert Malone Part 1

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I hope you enjoy this two-part interview of two intellectual giants by Candace Owens with Dr.

Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology.  They discuss

some of the most important issues facing humanity today. In their nearly four-hour discussion,

they touch on everything from COVID-19 shots’ effects on fertility to the “red line” that’s been

crossed — referring to targeting children with social pressure and coercion to get jabbed.

Malone has been thrust into the spotlight for speaking out about the risks of COVID-19 shots, with

his words going viral before quickly being erased from YouTube and Twitter. It doesn’t matter if

what he’s saying is true; if it creates “vaccine hesitancy,” it will be censored. Toward that end,

Malone has been targeted by the media and labeled an “anti-vaxxer,” which is ironic since he’s

received COVID-19 shots.

That fact should make it all the more apparent that he’s speaking out not due to a predetermined

agenda or because he’s getting rich — to the contrary, his reputation is constantly under attack —

but because he believes it’s the right thing to do, and he feels morally obliged to help anyone he

can.

COVID-19 Shots Are Affecting Fertility

Anecdotal reports of alterations in women’s menstrual cycles following COVID-19 shots have

poured in around the globe. Changes include heavier and more painful periods  and changes in

menses length, as well as unexpected breakthrough bleeding or spotting among women on long-

acting contraception or those who are postmenopausal and haven’t had a period in years or even

decades.

Health oXcials have tried to brush off the reports, and doctors have told women that it’s just a

result of stress — something dubbed “hysteria” in earlier times. Upon hearing that so many

women’s concerns were brushed off as hysteria, Malone said:

“Is this the 1950s? Have I just gone back a century? This whole thing that women are

being histrionic is so mid-century. But that’s how they rolled it out. And it’s not just

younger women. It’s post-menopausal women that start having menstruation. That’s

another big one, which is, for pathologists, which is part of my background, that’s a red

Hag for cancer.”

Sure enough, a study published in Obstetrics & Gynecology in January 2022 — funded by the

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) and the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) OXce of Research on Women's Health — conarmed an association between

menstrual cycle length and COVID-19 shots.

Pazer’s biodistribution study, which was used to determine where the injected substances go in

the body, also showed the COVID spike protein from the shots accumulated in “quite high

concentrations” in the ovaries.

A Japanese biodistribution study for Pazer’s jab also found that vaccine particles move from the

injection site to the blood, after which circulating spike proteins are free to travel throughout the

body, including to the ovaries, liver, neurological tissues and other organs.  Malone explained:

“The thing that drives menstruation is the ovary. We know that the lipids — the synthetic,

positively charged fats that wrap the RNA to get it to slip into cells — have never been

administered to humans before. We know from the POzer data package that came out of

Japan that these lipids go to the ovary … your children, your girls are born with all the eggs

that they will ever have in their entire lives.

And we don’t know yet what the reproductive harm is going to be, but we do know that in

young women, reproductive age women, we are seeing this phenotype, this characteristic.

And not only am I very worried about it, I did testimony — as did many others — with the

Orthodox Jewish community … they made the determination and sent out a formal

statement to their community that these vaccines should not be used in children and

strongly discourage their use in adults.

And one of the reasons is they are very focused on reproductive health. What we’re talking

about is a deep issue that is not treatable at all … I think we can say this with conOdence

that if we’re having menstrual irregularities, we are having alterations in fertility.”

DOD Whistleblowers Warn of Spike in Adverse Events

Thomas Renz, a lawyer that Malone knows personally, had three Department of Defense (DOD)

whistleblowers come forward. They had datamined the DOD health database, which Malone

states is one of the best in the U.S.

They looked through data from 2015 to 2020, establishing a baseline of the number of cases of

miscarriage, cancer, neurological disease and stillbirths. Then, they compared it to 2021, after the

COVID-19 shots rolled out. Renz showed Malone some of the disturbing data:

“I just skimmed the data. Thomas had his laptop open and showed me some of the things

that are popping up. They pulled a massive amount of data out of the DOD databases and

then did a whistleblower complaint. Ron Johnson has now extended Senate protection to

them formally as whistleblowers.

So they came to Thomas Renz with this information, and from what I saw — now this is

preliminary, we haven’t dissected it yet — but at the top level, I thought it was mind-

blowing. The information about miscarriages, the information about cancers, which is

validating what Ryan Cole has been concerned about, neurologic disease and the

stillbirths is there.

And apparently, according to Thomas, these brave whistleblowers have captured

examples and information, with the cardiac events, for instance, of the Department of

Defense — whoever is doing this, the data management — is actually going in and deleting

cases, manipulating the database.”

Owens also saw the data and said the lowest category increase was 248%, while others increased

by 1,000%. “It’s not subtle,” Malone said.

Experts Raise Cancer Concerns

Dr. Ryan Cole, the Mayo Clinic-trained, triple-boarded pathologist who Malone referred to, has

stated that he’s seeing potential cancer-causing changes, including decreases in receptors that

keep cancer in check, and other adverse events post-shot:

“I’m seeing countless adverse reactions … it's really post-vaccine immunodeOciency

syndrome … I'm seeing a marked increase in herpetic family viruses, human papilloma

viruses in the post vaccinated. I'm seeing a marked uptick in a laboratory setting from

what I see year over year of an increase of usually quiescent diseases.

In addition to that — and correlation is not causation — but in the last six months I have

seen — you know, I read a fair amount of women's health biopsies —about a 10- to 20-fold

increase of uterine cancer compared to what I see on an annual basis.

Now we know that the CD8 cells are one of our T-cells to keep our cancers in check. I am

seeing early signals … what I'm seeing is an early signal in the laboratory setting that post

vaccinated patients are having diseases that we normally don't see at rates that are

already early considerably alarming.”

In addition to the effects on the ovaries, the Japanese study found vaccine deposits were found in

bone marrow, raising additional cancer concerns, Malone says:

“Bone marrow is really sensitive to local environments … and produces a whole lot of

different types of cells that are involved in bone metabolism. This is something that

matters a lot to women, particularly as they move through menopause — bone density. I

So there are cells that regulate bone remodeling and bone density that come from your

bone marrow. Much of your blood elements come from stem cells that sit in your bone

marrow. Red cells and white cells.

There are many types of cancer that can occur when those stem cell populations that live

in your bone marrow get changed so that they lose their normal controls on growth. So

that’s really what cancer is. So lymphoma, leukemia, chronic myelogenous leukemia, all

these things, are all bone marrow cancer diseases.”

The Silencing of Mass Formation Psychosis

If you’ve heard the term “mass formation psychosis” recently, it’s likely because Malone

mentioned it on an episode of “The Joe Rogan Experience” December 31, 2021, which was viewed

by more than 50 million people.  January 2, 2022, mass formation psychosis reached a value of

100 on Google Trends,  which means it had reached peak popularity, after previously being

practically unheard of.

The technocrats quickly took action, manipulating search results and populating Google with

propaganda to discredit Malone and the mass formation psychosis theory — even though Mattias

Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at the University of Ghent in Belgium, who has 126

publications to his name,  has been studying it for many years, and the phenomenon actually

dates back over 100 years.

Those under the spell of mass formation psychosis obsessively focus on a failure of the normal

world or a particular event or person, who becomes the focus of the attention and can effectively

control the masses.

Mass formation can occur in a society with feelings of social isolation and free-koating anxiety

among a large number of people, and provides a coherent explanation of why so many people

have fallen victim to the unbelievable lies and propaganda of the mainstream COVID-19 narrative.

The phenomenon leads to totalitarian thinking and, eventually, to totalitarian states, but as Malone

told Owens, fortunately about one-third of people are resistant to it.

Speaking Out to Save Children

Malone is dedicated to speaking out because he wants to protect future generations. He’s

concerned about the pandemic response’s effects on children, stating that public policies have

had a particularly strong adverse effect on the young.

He called COVID-19 injection mandates “completely unjustiaed” for children  and recommends

that youths who have received COVID-19 injections have their hearts checked for damage,  given

the real risk of myocarditis and heart damage. Mask mandates in schools have also interfered

with children’s psychological health, and Malone believes they’re causing developmental delays in

children.

Further, a bill has now been introduced in California that would allow 12-year-olds to consent to

COVID-19 shots, which Malone presents as another way the government is enforcing control

where it doesn’t belong:

“In terms of kids, moms and dads have to take ownership … it’s your job, it’s my job to

protect the kids, and don’t let the government get in the middle of your family. That’s

another thing that has been so wrong here, how we’ve allowed the government to insert

itself into the family, and that has got to stop …

What we’ve learned is that children are being subjected to intense social pressure and

pressure by their school teachers. So technically in the clinical research world, we call this

coercion. Just like giving out ice cream to take jabs is enticement …

They’re seeking to create a situation in which children are going to be subjected to

coercion by their school teachers and their peers to take an unlicensed medical product

that they don’t need to take because they are not at risk from the disease, and which has

real risks of causing them harm. That’s, to be blunt, where we’re at. What do I say to

parents? I say get informed.”

Will There Be a Great Reset or a Great Awakening?

We’re at the point now where all media is being manipulated and information is being controlled.

“There’s a school of thought,” Malone said, “that this happened long ago with the rise of the

Rockefellers, and the perversion of the entire medical enterprise and medical schools.”

In the immediacy, people who have been harmed by COVID-19 shots are being called crazy by

their friends and family. Those who have banded together with other victims on social media,

forming groups to share their experiences that even many doctors continue to deny, have also

been shut down, their pages deleted. “It’s the ultimate gaslighting,” Malone said.

He and Owens touch on much more in the interview, from the global narrative that’s intent on

hunting down physicians and taking away their licenses for providing early COVID-19 treatment to

how Bill Gates and Big Tech have succeeded in creating monopolies and gained control of

information.

Malone, however, wants to empower people with information and tools to think so they can make

their own decisions about the world around them. If that occurs, and people reconnect and come

together once again for a real greater good, he believes we can avoid a Great Reset and instead

experience a Great Awakening:

“There’s the Great Reset, which is often tied to this language of ‘build back better,’ because

that’s the approved language from the World Economic Forum. So there’s this Great Reset

toward a world where we own nothing and we’re happy … and we’re told what to do and we

do it.

And there’s the Great Awakening, where it could be a renaissance. If we use the metaphor

of Europe in the 1400s, 1500s and 1600s, moving from a dark age into a renaissance …

there was a period of intense explosion when people got intellectually engaged …

If we allow ourselves to start thinking again and engaging with the world and engaging

with each other, could we get to a point where we have a Great Awakening instead of a

Great Reset? Where we become committed to each other and to a life of the mind and the

body? I think that is a possibility. I don’t think that we’re too far gone.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,807 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Who the heck does Kill Gates think he is? Some health "expert" when he has ZERO training in health. the man is a EUGENIST! Why would
ANYONE listen to that PYSCHOPATH?
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only psychopath Zombies listen to the Snake
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Oh my, Catlady, this is the $64,000,000,000 dollar question! How many times I have repeated this old saying initially attributed to
Teddy Roosevelt "When money talks, bullsh*t walks" - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Here's a link comedians on the Jimmy Dore show, discussing
natural immunity study now, anally, being reported in the Guardian: "Study: Natural immunity protected against COVID all along" - -
www.bitchute.com/.../bce9MiYi4YGU  - Yeppir, this recent report makes GATES look like a freak, totally anti-nature! A shot in every
arm around the world? Add in Bourla, Scott Gottlieb, Rochelle, Janet Woodcock, Fauci, Collins and the entire gang under the current
head of HHS, the Honorable Xavier Becarra, an attorney with no science background, none, zero, zip.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Results show a 10x higher immunity by normal natural way than by an extremely short-lived gene therapy
drug/shot/vaxx. And each successive booster protects signiacantly less, while increasing risk to the point of immune system failure.
Who ARE these people pushing for a 4th booster? Do they assume the rest of us are all stuoopid? That we do not know the GIANT
FAIL this has been for Israel in their attempt? All I can agure is by creating a zillion injuries and death, single-minded, myopic bozos
are digging a proverbial "hole to China", from which their Corporations cannot ever get out: loss of public trust is a death cross for
their 50 years of PUSH, syringe-based technology.

My hope is they also bring GATES and his non-proat vaccine-oriented Foundation down with them.
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How could an enlightened group have responded, one where unbridled capitalism and overt greed did not play a role? - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - Dr Michael Levitt (a nobel laureate in biological data assessment) early on in the pandemic, ran an analysis of the Diamond
Princess, which debunked Neil Ferguson's predictions by a mile and NO ONE in govt. paid attention. Fergueson had been making dire
predictions for years, compensated handsomely by - The Gates Foundation - for making those crazy, overblown predictions in the
past. (Only those in the UK seemed to notice that his predictions caused massive animal slaughters in the past whereas very little
was needed.) Worse, by May 2020, information came out showing risk is primarily to people 70 and older, about 1000 times greater
than risk to youngsters.

Approach easily could have been stratiaed, plenty of time to target the shot rollout (although still appears a kills shot to me), to the
70 and older group. "Moderna, Pazer Push for 4th Doses Despite Only Minor Beneats in Study + More • Children's Health Defense" - -
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-moderna-pazer-push-doses..  So the GREED implied by "shot in every arm" is even
worse than it initially appears, one-size-ats all is a computer concept, trying to suit every need with 1 solution, not an approach that
should ever again be applied to variables in human population.
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"Why would ANYONE listen to that PYSCHOPATH?" Answer: $$$!
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You're right, Stan. The people who have chosen to be mass hypnotized are sociopaths too. Just like their master Bill Gates. Ironically
they are helping to kill themselves. But they don't care. As long as their favorite celebrities approve. The idols they outsource their
thinking to.
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It's called Mass Formation Psychosis and it's explained thoroughly in the interview.
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Many are brainwashed through fear, yet many indeed are waking up, in droves. The great awakening has already begun! Witness the
marches internationally with such mobs as resemble sardines packed in a can, and going for miles and kooding nonstop! Witness the
trucking convoys. And others following suit! Many people are getting tired of the ruse, the shut down shops, and starting to question many
things, the kip kops, the inconsistencies, lots more! And I predict this wave is only going to grow, as more and more side effects from the
"vaccines" become evident and known.

Further, I predict that MANY are going to defect, in droves, to natural medicine exactly due to the "Side effects" from the "vaccines". And as
before, while we wish this on absolutely nobody, denial does break when people are in emotional pain. This is sad, even tragic, and we hope
it doesn't take too much "hitting bottom" for those still asleep, to wake up. But I predict that exactly because of the economic, social, and
medical suffering all alike, denial will increasingly break.

*** Finally, here is a alm which EVERYBODY has to see!!! For the general good? Hahahahah! (So funny I forgot to laugh). This alm may not
wake up everybody, as some may "think" based on denial, but it will also wake up at least some, if not hopefully, many. Please pass it
around! Thank you. To any clear sighted person, Bill Gates hereby discredits himself and all the *underlying* saga is hereby underscored, in
his very own words! twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1496631447700054018?cxt=HHwWhIC5_eiXjc..  ***
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Robert Malone and Candace Owens Interview
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Dr. Robert Malone discusses COVID-19 shots’ effects on fertility and targeting children with social pressure and coercion to get jabbed)

In this nearly four-hour discussion with Candace Owens, Malone touches on the global narrative that’s intent on hunting down physicians and

taking away their licenses for providing early COVID-19 treatment and how Bill Gates and Big Tech have succeeded in creating monopolies and

gained control of information

)

Malone describes three Department of Defense (DOD) whistleblowers who datamined the DOD health database, revealing disturbing increases

in rates of miscarriage, cancer, neurological disease and stillbirths since COVID-19 jabs rolled out

)

Malone is dedicated to speaking out because he wants to protect future generations; he’s concerned about the pandemic response’s effects on

children, stating that public policies have had a particularly strong adverse effect on the young

)

If people reconnect and come together once again for a real greater good, Malone believes we can avoid a Great Reset and instead experience

a Great Awakening

)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is more for people to wake up to and also, a new possibility emerging for a new kind of healthy, positive reset. Please pass it
around widely. Thank you. twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1501633431066849281?cxt=HHwWgsC5mcnp79..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" hi mirandola - your twitter link featuring Drs Urso and Dr Cole - " Drs. Urso and Cole testify to the Tennessee House of
Representatives on natural immunity. “Natural immunity should be legally considered at least equal to vaccinated immunity and the
immunity is likely lifelong.” - what I and disturbing about this statement is the equality suggested between natural immunity and
vaccine immunity - the obvious error is that these two systems are equally successful - but the truth shows that natural immunity
gives life long immunity while man made inoculation gives you 6 months immunity {at best} - these two comparatively are NOT
EQUAL
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would more than super if they did 'wake up' but .....that is not going to happen.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scanning a little Legacy Media to see just what is it & how is it being peddled now, the ear thought it heard 50% of adults have not
had any boosters. If this is true, & if is a short word in spelling it, but large in its implications, If, true would point to way more people
having concerns & not buying in to the oXcial narrative. Of course buried in that message would be some who never got around to it,
or other reasons. Again, I'm not sure what my ear heard. So, important, because the way much is presented is in fast short burst,
followed by others. It seems reasonable there is at the very least a third of sceptics Dr. Malone expresses & with Fauci spouting "we"
may need to mask up indoors again & "we" may need a fourth booster.

The ear also thought heard the oXcials concerns there are 58 million who have not had any Jab/s, with the rural areas being very
resistant. It is reasonable to expect if any of what they've been trying to do was coming anywhere close to what they were trying to
accomplish they wouldn't have had to bribe people early on like a pedophile bribes kids with candy, to then switch to the more heavy
handed tactics they are playing with now - it all exposes them, & gives us guidance to move to more positive positions. Fifty million
people exposed on Joe Rogan's podcast to what Mass Formation Psychosis is, is no small potatoes.

no wonder they are after him. Also, as more see & hear the boost & brags of the WEF, & Gates from their mouths to our ears, from
their publicly stated positions, no conspiracy's, we also can move to more positive positions. Lastly, the nearly half century reign &
rule of Fauci looks like it may be coming to an end. His supporters can give him all the awards and accolades they want, it looks like
the wear & tear of the truth of things is catching up to him. The public appearance of him last night has him looking like the Goblins
running the bank in the Harry Potter alms. Wow. Just desserts?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, agree. The tampering with Creations designs with standard vax's & the mass saturation of some of the other med's given seem
to interfere with our Immune Systems 'updates,' the exposure to endless and changing microbes, some are actually beneacial but
just get out of balance. Standard vax's at best, if at all seems to be limited to smaller populations, to small for a Rockefeller/Gates
maximum proats anyway possible. The Jab/s by the increasingly seriously negative feedback are Hellhounds tearing too many who
took the Jab/s apart.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, if covid is so highly transmissible and deadly, where are all the sick protesting truckers? They have been eating together and not
wearing masks between bites...
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz has a point. They won't wake up in large enough numbers. At least not before it's too late. For them at least.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent comments as always Mirandola. I greatly admire your kind heart but cannot help but feel differently about most of the
jabbed, for three reasons.  #1 - They live in the same world we do, with access to the same information. They choose to pay attention
to the psychopathic liars and their paid minions. That is a choice, the truth as we all know is not hard to and. #2 - The evil ones
leading us to ruin are too few in number to have power by themselves. They depend on the droves of useful idiots. Without them they
are nothing. So these ignorant followers, while maybe not inherently evil, are enablers of evil, enemies of goodness and truth,
certainly our enemies.

#3 - In spite of all the damage from the vaccines, lockdowns, masking, and general tyranny, it's not yet enough. They still control
every power center. There must be truly immense damage, that only the most hopeless can ignore, to turn the tide. For that reason,
how can I not wish for more destruction to emerge? Without it, the evil ones will continue to prevail. A terrible predicament, but it's
where we are as I see it. I share your pain for the children and those forced to comply or lose their jobs. The others are getting their
due.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I may not be looking in the right places, but in my neck of the woods, I do not see people waking up in droves.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last two years has shown us the depth of corruption in our health care system. Natural immunity and early treatments for Covid were
completely dismissed and millions died around the world while people got rich. Our hospitals were putting proats over peoples health. The
people responsible for this genocide should be held accountable....but how?
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are still vilifying cheep generic drugs so Pharma can sell more of their poison. Many have been awoken during this scam and
that is a good thing. I pray in the end that the whole modern medical disaster is exposed along with the notion that the government is
our savior while they serve us up poison food knowing it is is killing us off.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a psychiatric survivor this is all so familiar. But I never dreamed they would try this on such a massive scale.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith is right, this is nothing new. The medical system has been corrupt to the core for decades. They've simply taken advantage
of the manufactured COVID "emergency" in such a massive way it's even more visible. Not that the corruption wasn't obvious before,
it's just on super-steroids now. Before it was just evil on average steroids. I sure wouldn't want to downplay how bad it was because
it was already hopelessly bad, well before the COVID aasco.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s my understanding that it’s too late. Somewhere I heard or watched a video (it could have been Peterson) that we’ve passed the point
where humans can continue to populate the planet. That is, population is on a downtrend and there is no longer a way to reverse it. Of
course that will make the oligarchs happy until they have to start cutting their own grass and dressing themselves. Then the earth will go
back to nature as the elites turn into Neanderthals wearing retooled Gucci bags for bearskins…until the bears eat them.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you believe it? This may be their goal but hardly accomplished. They are NOT winning, will soon be clear to many how bad they
have been. Inkated numbers are being used worldwide for shot uptake.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't be gullible, as RR said. Is fertility down? Yes, apparently by a lot. Does it matter? Probably a lot. But these things are way too
complicated to just declare it's doomsday. The chances of that are slim to none. Because of fertility, I mean. There are other, better
reasons to suspect doomsday could be in the cards pretty soon.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid as social control. What happens when you live in a society with constant govt lies and surveillance? Covid just Hit China Really Hard -
They Can't Hide it This Time!  www.youtube.com/watch  Would you be willing to live in a society where you had to carry a 2-week supply of
food (and clean underwear?) with you every place you went just in case your govt decided to suddenly lock down your oXce or where ever
you happened to be at the time?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, its run like a well-oiled military operation taken to "protect" (starve?) their populace. Nevermind, their authorities are hiding a
detail about their shots: apparently some Chinese kids are developing leukemia shortly after their second shot. The Chinese used a
different, older technology to their shots, using the "never to be used" adenovirus as a carrier. Link is out on the web somewhere.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, you may want to watch this review by Dr John Campbell, on covid cases or infections, around many countries around the
world. BA 2 Omicron surge" - - www.youtube.com/watch  - as the variants become far more transmissive, less virulent.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, the lazy, stupid populace deserves to starve if it enables this tyrannical crap. If enough of us band together we may
survive. Ironically our enemies--on the ground level--are killing themselves before they can be used as a threat to us. They chose this
Hell-on-earth by agreeing to give all their rights away to the State they worship. Despite their slavish adoration, Big Brother doesn't
love them. These useful idiots will not be kept around much longer.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose and all... Children in China Diagnosed With Leukemia After Taking Chinese Vaccines
 www.theepochtimes.com/children-in-china-contract-leukemia-after-taking..   I speculate that engineered viruses are unstable
genetically and tend to break down within a few years, very rarely becoming more virulent as they burn themselves out. I do not
believe there is such a thing as symptomless disease. I believe you need a certain concentration of "the virus" to transmit it and that
this becomes evident with symptoms.

My husband donates blood--his blood is much in demand, so he was tested at the blood bank. They told him he had covid.
Otherwise, he would not have known. I am not so sure either of us have had covid as testing is unreliable. I am not even sure such a
virus exists. (I do recognize many people are ill, however.) So, I am not sure why I have continued to remain healthy... whether it is a
simple thing such as adequate vitamin D and supplement optimization, natural immunity, blood type or some combination of factors.

I do continue to hug people as they seem to need hugs more now than ever. I go out in public, but do not socialize indoors a lot, so
perhaps I have isolated myself.  I am concerned about being lumped in a "high risk" group of elderly that the govt has decided need
to be protected. Thus, I fear vaxine mandates for the elderly. Those scary words... "for the good of all". Please provide information if
you can answer this question.

What is the likelihood that a person who has received a single jab can rid their body of all traces of the vaxine? (Moderna jab) Is it
possible to eliminate the spike proteins, the graphene oxide and every bit of crap? Or merely boost immunity? He took a singe jab as
a condition for keeping his job and a roof over his head, literally. He followed the jab with ivermectin, too. Yes, I am asking for a
friend. Scary to ask--does anyone really know much about it?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith, that would be justice. Personally, I don't think the jabs will result in enough death to drastically reduce the number of
useful idiots. I could be wrong, that's just my opinion based on what's transpired so far. Still, we can hope.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Henry Ely is a naturopathic physician who has dealt with vaxxed people, arst using fasting protocol to halt the non-stop spike
replication. Not sure what he has posted on his website.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bandit... Thanks for the link.
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Somewhat strange to hear the regular warnings about this none vaccine from a Doctor that was much involved in its creation as I
understand since back in the 1980’s? One should question why doctors involved in this “gene transfer technology” do not have MORE
inkuence on how or IF it is used and or “sold” to the world as a “vaccine that can …. but can't prevent anything... and is it seems quite
useless for the current Corona 2 virus / bio weapon!>?? BUT I do like your ending… that there could be a “great awakening” may I suggest
that as many of Dr. Mercola’s article start with the worst ending and a something positive is often just at the end of a usually lengthy
article??? May I suggest after 2+ years we ALL need a lot of positive news and you and your guest’s positive and helpful suggestions
instead of more fear one way or the other!!!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when there is no reason to "fear" medical intervention - then Dr Mercola would be more positive - this SACRIFICE of our children is
NOT good news !!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom, Stan and everyone - You may want to listen to this recent RFK Jr interview w Ed Dowd: "Former BlackRock Advisor Tells
RFK, Jr.: ‘FDA Is in on the Cover-Up’ • Children's Health Defense" -
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-rfk-jr-defender-blackrock-e..  - May be too soon to put any positive "spin" on this,
apparently 72 doses of shots and boosters American kids are now getting by age 18 has warped their understanding of medicine
and health care. Consistently receiving shots at each doctor's visit. So this would be ages 35 and younger having an ingrained
mindset...that's all many of these younger generations know. DiXcult to see the way out of that now rinse, repeat, early training.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the arst time I have now seen a change in people's attitude. My friends are all vaccinated and boostered and proudly announced their
compliance to the world. Now some are shaking their heads - "another booster? No, I didn't bet on that. I'm fully vaccinated , I got the
booster shot, I am done, no more!" They are saying that not because I convinced them that the shots could be very dangerous, but because
they simply had enough, enough of everthing Covid related and that includes Fauci, Biden, CDC, FDA or whoever wants to preach about
masks, social distancing, lockdowns or any other restrictions. So , maybe there is hope. Just heard Fauci yesterday, saying that we may
have to go back to lockdowns - he may just run into a wall of resistance, the quiet resistance of people just simply ignoring his BS.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they don't stay current on their boosters they won't qualify for Farmer Bill's "impossible foods" in the orchestrated food shortages
ahead. Their new owner, Klaus Schwab will have to explain it to them after the Reset they're enabling.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your friends' attitudes are encouraging, but only mildly so. They sound like the kind of people that will forget about this in a few
years or even less. They'll fall for the next scam just as hard as they fell for this one.
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Elleanee
Joined On 11/12/2008 5:55:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still listening to Fauci, the guy who gleefully tortures Beagles, slashing their vocal chords so no one in the lab can hear them
screaming? My advice is to turn off the tv. Better yet, toss it out the window!
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Parents are required, by law, to bear the legal and anancial burden of their children, and will be held responsible in other ways if children get
sick or are uncontrollable. No government has the right to take away their decision-making powers as long as this is true. The right to make
decisions for their children is fundamental to bearing the anancial, legal, emotional, and ethical burden of their children.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../pF3ZJzZeg3y6  nervous but got better with time... ;-) Vancouver, BC two weeks ago...
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SoozeQ
Joined On 5/9/2020 6:45:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are so far gone in this world. In 20 years from now-if we are still here-there will be an explosion of anger, murder, and hate from young
adults hating their parents for not protecting them from this trendy thing to do. It beyond saddens me that these demons on earth are hell
bent and actively taking children’s innocence. It also saddens me that the sexes do not want to experience that very beautiful male/female
dynamic, nothing is better. But hey, if everyone can believe that a perfectly healthy person just anishing a marathon, can give them a deadly
disease, then, yep, they will believe literally ANYTHING. I should just join them. I have always identiaed as a princess. Now give me my
palace, yacht, plane, tiara….

🤣
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe that will happen in 20 years, but I doubt it. For one thing, young people seem stupid, naive, zombiaed. More than prior
generations. They've been subjected to scores of vaccines, kuoridated water, glyphosate in everything, a diet dominated by
HFCS/seed oils/junk food, hormone-altering chemicals, to name a few items. This all puts them on a lower, much lower plane than
the historical norm for human beings. I don't think they're up to what you predict, or much of anything for that matter. For another
thing, history is written by the winners and so far the evil forces are winning. The truth of what's happening today may never be
known to future generations.
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SoozeQ
Joined On 5/9/2020 6:45:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a shame that I am afraid to keep my comments posted. But, like so many, fearful of loosing my job for speaking the scientiac truth,
otherwise known as ‘hate speech’
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sooze, I feel your pain. I work in academia, and the entire campus is populated by the wokest of the woke. They're not bad people,
but they have been thoroughly brainwashed, and they don't think twice (or even once) about canceling a colleague who dares to
speak out. These are dangerous times. But soon enough they'll no longer be able to deny the realities of what they've wrought, and it
will be our place to step forth with empathy and help them navigate.
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Solzhenitsyn
Joined On 3/4/2022 6:39:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got your book for Christmas, that's how I got to know about you. Since then, after recovering from 16 months of 'Long Covid', I have
learned a lot about health.I have taken off all the weight (and more) which I had piled on during our very long lock down (Victoria, Australia);
I have grand children and only two of them (twins) have so far been saved from the vaccine because of the determination of their parents. It
breaks my heart that the others were coerced by universities and employers to have the vaccine. What will their future health look like?
Some already have the problems discussed in this article. When a 19 year old girl speaks of having her eggs frozen then one hears the
desperation. It might already be too late for her.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it is so sad
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Solzhenitsyn, I'm in Brisbane, I am so, so sorry, my entire family has given themselves the 3 jabs......their lives have been
SHORTENED considerably, however...I pray..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take heart, its not sure if this will be permanent for these girls or not. It may wear off over some time for some of the kids (unknown,
obviously).
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, how do you know their lives are shortened? The difference between the enlightened and the masses is we know how little
we really know. Sure the jab is harmful and has killed many. Sure it's stupid of them to have gotten it. But the long term effects is just
a bunch of "maybes".
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Schools are allowed to hide the fact that they administer jabs to the children, from the parents, to the point of actually hiding the
equipment/weaponry.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is said that Joe Rogan set up the forced vaccine idea on his show.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Pazer’s biodistribution study, which was used to determine where the injected substances go in the body, also showed the COVID spike
protein from the shots accumulated in “quite high concentrations” in the ovaries.6"  If it does this, why did the FDA give it approval or
emergency approval??
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It highlights how people must not be lazy and accept information but test it and determine and and new sources of information if needed.
Testing information is easy to do” what did they say and what actually happened” Another problem is license the belief that we are able to
commit what is normally wrong behaviour due to privilege of belonging to a particular group. License is horrendous in that it allows the
means to justify the ends without conscience or determination of how the ends can be controlled by people with hidden agendas. If the
CDC and FDA are guilty of this then speciac laws and oversights will be needed over the data given the importance and magnitude to have
accurate data to solution a problem objectively and properly for the people rather than inkuential groups.

 In regards to Candice about atheists. An atheist that lives in petriaed fear of the world is acting consistent with their beliefs in that since
there is no higher power to turn to then they are subject to the outcomes of human nature, to the egos and personality types of those that
rise to power by trampling on others. Since they believe in no afterlife they must live their heaven and hell now. The atheist view is not a
comforting one given the evidence of trusting in manipulative personality types.
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Willy234
Joined On 8/1/2015 8:36:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Candace you asked good questions and have some interesting ideas but I actually wanted to hear what Dr. Malone had to say! You
interrupted him often and "grabbed the mike" to explain your point of view and give history lessons like the Tuskegee program. It must have
been embarrassing for Dr. Malone to sit through all your little speeches. He was the expert after all. Please watch you guests carefully next
time. When they try to get a word in edgewise but can't, it's probably time for you to stop speaking.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why do they say "Vaccine" when there is NO Medical ingredients in this Jab???....LOL..... and of course all these 'doctors' have to maintain
their licences to keep the static and money to operate ..easy..No licence no Job ..no income to live on..duhhhhh....so they have to  kiss the
governments asss .and to kiss governments ass they have to kiss BigPharma ass too.. typical Gov coercion....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh Yeah.....Lets all watch while them 5Gtowers and 5G units are put on street-lites poles and chimneys and building....and private
houses .........yes and the Funny 'Smart Meters ' and Super Powerful WiFi so you can watch TV in the treehouse 3 blocks
away....sure..lets all keep the HighPowered cellphones and more baby minitors going 24/7 to keep cooking them babies Fking
People are so STUPID....a little RF poisoning here and a little RF Poisoning there...soone you have lots of little parts affected on the
body...
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb I agree with you....I'm EMF radiation sensitive... have symptoms since the rollout of 3G...and it getting worse!! My dad
worked on this in the 1960's....bad technology, but good for AI.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah Leahoz ...  when the high power RF is used to drill thru rocks >>>>
 www.energy.gov/sites/prod/ales/2014/02/f7/mmw_drilling_peer2013.pdf  this is kinda freakie  28 gigahertz is within these 5G
towers capability..their antenna can operate at 28 gigs,,,,as well as the tuneable transmitters in the cell phone towers..fact.
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Malta12
Joined On 8/2/2011 9:07:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a documentary that Dr. Mercola shared several years ago about John D. Rockerfeller and how he basically created Big Pharma.
I've looked for this recently and can't and it. I've seen mini clips on YouTube, but nothing with the entire documentary. Anyone know where
this might be? It was approx. one hour. Great video to share with people who don't get the reluctance of people re: medicine in general even
before the mRNA "vaccine" was released.
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roadrunnerisp
Joined On 5/4/2021 9:58:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent and informative interview......Love Candace when Tucker has her on, as well.....
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jrm111155
Joined On 1/8/2014 9:51:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love Dr. Malone's Covid virus printed tie.
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part 2 doesn't seem to be working...please ax it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a different link: rumble.com/vu0jh6-the-red-line-with-dr.-robert-malone-part-2.html
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for that link!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo, Dr. Malone ! To paraphrase a Max Planck quote equally applicable to the ignorance of the covid blind loyalists, science advances one
funeral at a time. Crude but effective dismissal, no doubt, were it not for the fact that so many of our kids have been injured along the way.
Maybe by the time the CDC has done a anal purge none of this will have ever happened:  
www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-removes-24-percent-of-child-covid-19-deaths-..
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visiwig
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I don't think "Mass Formation Psychosis" is exactly previously unheard of! The Psychologist CG Jung made observations and a much more
relevant, deeper and comprehensive analysis of the same phenomena.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OF COURSE people can resist the "great reset". Why does everyone automatically accept it is inevitable? That's a damn lie and more
programming from the evil left. Good discussion here, there are plenty of us who knew there was a problem the minute the "virus" was
announced.
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Even if the Reset happens we may be able to escape going along with it. Too many are lurching along. I believe the major cities are
doomed to fall.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM
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I appreciate Dr. Malone and brave journalist like Candace Owens for speaking out. If only we could go back to the beginning and expose
ALL the fraud in Virology. It has existed since Pasteur's time. He was a lying plagiarist. Dig deeper, open the mind and be set free from The
Contagion Myth. www.amazon.com/Truth-About-Contagion-Exploring-Theories/dp/1510768823/..
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rakey64
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The entire covid and injection scam was designed for global citizen control and depopulation, PERIOD! I will never believe anything else and
sadly millions complied to the lies and illegal demands on them, they are the problem as their compliance put us all in danger!
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Amen.Viral theory has been used for hundreds of years to control and direct the sheeple
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I'm thinking of the great awakening to all this as a central daily practice. Just like "being saved" doesn't happen one day and we're done!
Growth in the spirit that's part of us. . . awakening is long haul or it's hardly at all!
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brodiebrock12
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Malone says "if people re-connect and come together for the greater good" How about those responsible ( we know who they are) be held
to prosecution for crimes against humanity. I mean seriously just say come together for the greater good after what was intentionally done
the past two years? We the people demand accountability for what has been done with humanity. To date as of March 19th 2022 not ONE
perp has been held to account not ONE!
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rrealrose
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Please watch the link to the RFK Jr interview of Ed Dowd I posted above. Ed describes a bit more about how his industry works.
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They own the police, the judges, the entire legal system, and just about every oXcial at the federal level. That's why, unless we can
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They own the police, the judges, the entire legal system, and just about every oXcial at the federal level. That's why, unless we can
create a new system from scratch--they won't be held accountable.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/19/2022 10:50:43 AM
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Easy way to make The Narrative stop, have the WEF stop. They have the motive to control the World's Economic everything... and they have
the power to do it, but at great cost to humanity. The way to most easily control humans? Make them sick with constant fear of death. They
play other really sick games which need to stop. Question, how can they be stopped before most people are very sick and most people own
nothing?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really don't care what happens to the adults who went along with this BS. Ironic how their death denial--refusal to acknowledge
mortality is real--will anally kill them. About us, real people? I don't know. Hoping enough of us are around and band together to
prevent them killing/robbing us.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

escientiacpublishers.com/cell-sonic-cures-covid-19-in-ten-minutes-JMS..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is serious.... www.bitchute.com/.../Z7ktHIL324OW
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it is good that Dr Malone is speaking out - I endorse his misgivings - with all the viewership from Rogan you would think that the push for an
end to the coercion would be in sight - unfortunately it has also primed the oligarchs to double down and pass laws allowing under 18s mto
voluntarily COMMITTING SUICIDE - money talks and the politicians love to be corrupted - this witches brew is driving the continuation of
the FRAUD even after it has been exposed to be a hoax umpteen times from the very start two years ago - the mental midgets that run our
societies have a vision of killing everyone except themselves - this notion allows them to luxuriate in fantasies of OMNIPOTENCE that gives
their personalities the delusion that " MAN PROPOSES BUT GOD DISPOSES" - they are disposing their fellow humans so Q.E.D they must be
Gods - this is utter insanity and their hubris will be unraveled by the chaos they are eagerly unleashing on OUR world - we cannot forgive
them for the pain and misery their WRONG decisions have allowed - there are two ways of doing things - one with the support of the human
community and another by using force to herd the populace into compliance - the second way is fraught with danger - these short sighted
greed heads have chosen force
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know of a study about real natural immunity? By that I mean not having had Covid to build antibodies but just having a strong
immune system by keeping a good vitamin D level of 50 or more/healthy bowel kora/good levels of B Vitamins/good zinc levels. Something
is protecting many people.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's one of the glaring omissions - on purpose of course. Govts have not proffered a scrap of comment or debate on the strenght
of natural immunity. One doctor says that we should not refer to the "jabbed" v "unjabbed" but instead the "immune" or
"non-immune". The UK Govt has been disgusting and shameful in its lack of advice on Vit D etc.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What? When was this interview?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the interview....11/3/2022
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why does the Department of Defense have health records data, doesn’t seem like something their department would have.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

eh? They record everything given to the military...all injuries and all shots.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because they've been experimenting on enlisted and drafted men since day one.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Antichrist, antichrist, antichrist. Receiving either the 5 corrupt iron & clay toes of either the 'right' or the 'left' leg of that transhumanist Beast
& idol craft Roman thing of Daniel 2 & Revelation 13-20 is all folly. How many mixed signals & Masonic craft Babylonian signs have to be
thrown before those watching with both eyes wide open 'get it'?? Jesus said to 'Watch'...& even more so as the subtilty increases toward the
end.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Unite for the greater good' and 'awakening' ....my a%&, and Balaam's a%& thrown in for good measure & for those with eyes to see &
ears to hear, not the dead of Laodicea or craftsmen of MYSTERY which are blinded by pride & bound by truth-denying,
-compromising oath to one-eyed 'sight'. BAH! The deceiving and being deceived, the builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone,
& whose end shall be according to that spiritual master they've chosen. QUOTE FROM PRINCETON...of Wilson & Bush, Skull &
Bonesmen fame...2020, cross-reference with Ephesians 6 KJB & all the conkicting evidence of both corrupt 'sides' being presented
as our 'only choices'.....

Poison is lethal all on its own — as are arrows — but their combination is greater than the sum of their parts. A weapon that
simultaneously attacks from within and without can take down even the strongest opponents, from E. coli to MRSA (methicillin
resistant Staphylococcus aureus). ENDQUOTE What a picture of evident & spiritual truth, & the 'arrow' points back to its creators
regardless of whether it is waving arm 'left' or 'right', the 'white' or the 'black' pieces chosen on their board & their game of craft; ditto
the 'red' or 'blue' pill. Of a truth few enter in at the strait gate, or go through life with both eyes open, watching, proving.
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see a date on this interview. When I see an important interview like this, I like to know when it took place. I don't know why the date of
these important interviews isn't always stated up front, but I've noticed that the date is very often not stated at all, not in the interview and
not in the discussion about the interview. When I searched for the date that Owens interviewed Dr. Malone I've found that this interview, at
least Part 1, probably took place on or around January 31, 2022, about 47 days ago. I thought others might also like to know this.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Click on the rumble link, bottom right hand corner of embedded video, you will and your date.
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you lost me at "candice owens - an intellectual giant"..
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ok comment until the epoch times reference. they are a hierarchical cult (falong gong) knowingly ashing in the shallow end of the far right
wing, conspiracy theory pond. Not Good!  www.nytimes.com/2020/10/24/technology/epoch-times-inkuence-falun-gong..
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question Everything...re: your references to Epoch Times and NYTimes: I read both sides of the story then research...following the
money, patents, agendas and narratives of Neuro Linguistic Programming, PsyOps Plans objectively has helped me see through
some propaganda...considering the source and the persecution, shunning and dunning approach that propaganda takes on to decide
where the truth lies...I do a form of Qigong originating from Emei Mountain over 800 years ago; and I can tell you it is a health and
energy balancing exercise, that has good virtue at the heart of its' practice; not a cult....A deeper dive is required; so I looked up the
Falun Gong Info to see what it is about: faluninfo.net/what-is-falun-gong-falun-dafa  ...see the core principles of Truthfulness,
Compassion and Forebearance...and I was unable to read NYTimes article without paid subscription, so I don't know what the "far
right wing, conspiracy theory pond" refers to, as I do see references at Epoch Times articles to CDC as source of information to look
for yourself ...perhaps you might help me to understand the sources for the NYTimes article so I can view for myself...
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burnz1
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Candice owens and tucker carlson together? wouldn't the very abers of common sense rip apart and implode?
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GIN8275
Joined On 12/29/2011 8:00:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it too early to have health trends from the covid jab? I thought it would take years to collect any usable data.
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Debby4576
Joined On 6/25/2014 6:13:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I admit I haven't read entire article. I stopped on second paragraph, this sentence. "Toward that end, Malone has been targeted by the media
and labeled an “anti-vaxxer,” which is ironic since he’s received COVID-19 shots." You all are more informed then I, but I've been spouting for
months about the danger of mRNA and how the major researcher, Malone, has been telling us how dangerous it is for everyone. Why is this
saying he took the shots?
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He needed to travel, was not aware of the danger signals at the time early on in the rollout. Same goes for Steve Kirsch.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As rrealrose implies, going to international medical conferences is VITAL for competent researchers like Malone to keep up with
medical technology, both the good and the bad. We're lucky Malone is willing to do this. as he'd rather be enjoying retirement on his
farm with his wife
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

some say he is controlled opposition. Have the "some" been known to be right more then they are wrong?
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Debby - Dr. Malone has stated in previous interviews that he received (2) Moderna shots (not sure about a booster). He apparently
had covid-19 & was concerned about "long haul" covid & also of needing it in order to travel. He stated that he became very ill after
the 2nd injection & almost died (also became very ill with covid-19) previously. His doctor also happened to be a cardiologist & knew
what tests to order & how to treat his symptoms. He believes he may have otherwise died, had he not taken himself to his doctor.
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